American Girl Doll Kits

- Caroline – American Girl Doll Kit Caroline (b32548187)
- Grace – American Girl Doll Kit Grace (b35658563)
- Lea – American Girl Doll Kit Lea (b36711068)
- Marie-Grace & Cecile – American Girl Doll Kit Marie-Grace & Cecile (b32147764)
- Melody – American Girl Doll Kit Melody (b37636340)
- Molly & Emily – American Girl Doll Kit Molly & Emily (b32548072)
- Samantha – American Girl Doll Kit Samantha (b36710994)
- Z – American Girl Doll Kit Z (b37770135)

Big Book Kits

- From caterpillar to butterfly – BIG BOOK KIT Heiligman (b32844621)
- If you give a mouse a cookie – BIG BOOK KIT Numeroff (b32844633)
- In the tall, tall grass – BIG BOOK KIT Fleming (b32844682)
- Mouse paint – BIG BOOK KIT Walsh (b32844645)
- The seals on the bus – BIG BOOK KIT Hort (b32844670)
- Silly Sally – BIG BOOK KIT Wood (b32844657)

Family Engagement STEM Packs

- Aerospace Engineer – STEM KIT Aerospace Engineer (b38435858)
- Architectural Engineer – STEM KIT Architectural Engineer (b38435779)
- Civil Engineer – STEM KIT Civil Engineer (b38435718)
- Computer Engineer – STEM KIT Computer Engineer (b38435809)
- Mechanical Engineer – STEM KIT Mechanical Engineer (b38435664)
- Transportation Engineer – STEM KIT Transportation Engineer (b38435871)

First Experience Kit

- Oral health story kit – First Experience KIT Oral Health (b37503856)

Occupation Puppet Kits

- Chef : puppet and book – KIT Chef (b3605270x)
- Construction worker : puppet and book – KIT Construction Worker (b36052693)
- Dentist : puppet and book – KIT Dentist (b36052772)
- Farmer : puppet and book – KIT Farmer (b36052747)
- Firefighter : puppet and book – KIT Firefighter (b36052450)
- Mail carrier : puppet and book – KIT Mail Carrier (b36237644)
- Police officer : puppet and book – KIT Police Officer (b36052802)
- Surgeon : puppet and book – KIT Surgeon (b36052528)
- Vet : puppet and book – KIT Vet (b36052826)
• An extraordinary egg – LIT KIT Lionni (b24144599)
• Barnyard banter – LIT KIT Fleming (b24181985)
• Day of the Dead – LIT KIT Johnston (b24165505)
• Dinosaurs! – LIT KIT Pringle (b24261270)
• The emperor's egg – LIT KIT Jenkins (b28484897)
• The flag we love – LIT KIT Ryan (b2427124x)
• The gifts of Kwanzaa – LIT KIT James (b2419539x)
• Gracias, the Thanksgiving turkey – LIT KIT Cowley (b24150307)
• Happy Birthday, dear duck holiday bag – LIT KIT Bunting (b24174154)
• Hear your heart – LIT KIT Showers (b24261695)
• How a seed grows – LIT KIT Jordan (b24253558)
• I wish I were a butterfly literacy bag – LIT KIT Howe (b24139105)
• In the tall, tall, grass literacy bag – LIT KIT Fleming (b22224671)
• Inch by inch – LIT KIT Lionni (b23267537)
• Is your mama a llama? – LIT KIT Guarino (b24188669)
• Itse Selu holiday bag – LIT KIT Pennington (b24139208)
• Jamaica's find – LIT KIT Havill (b23294498)
• Jamberry – LIT KIT Degen (b24210377)
• Julius, the baby of the world – LIT KIT Henkes (b24182631)
• Lion Dancer holiday bag – LIT KIT Waters (b24138976)
• The little house – LIT KIT Burton (b24182709)
• The little mouse, the red ripe strawberry, and the big hungry bear – LIT KIT Wood (b24278221)
• Little polar bear – LIT KIT DeBeer (b27834670)
• Little rabbit's loose tooth – LIT KIT Bate (b22175143)
• The magic dreidels holiday bag – LIT KIT Kimmel (b24178044)
• The mixed-up chameleon – LIT KIT Carle (b22224798)
• My street – LIT KIT Treags (b24271470)
• Night tree holiday bag – LIT KIT Bunting (b24139063)
• On the go – LIT KIT Morris (b24278294)
• Owl babies – LIT KIT Waddell (b28485014)
• Possum magic – LIT KIT Fox (b22218543)
• Scarecrow – LIT KIT Rylant (b24150319)
• Splash! – LIT KIT JONAS (b38222991)
• Swimmy – LIT KIT Lionni (b24264234)
• Time for bed literacy bag – LIT KIT Fox (b27834773)
• Top cat – LIT KIT Ehlert (b24144605)
• Tuesday math bag – LIT KIT Wiesner (b24144629)
• The Valentine bears – LIT KIT Bunting (b23294449)
• Weather words and what they mean – LIT KIT Gibbons (b24231642)
• Welcome to the green house – LIT KIT Yolen (b24152493)
• What the moon is like science bag – LIT KIT Branley (b23262291)
• Why mosquitoes buzz in people's ears – LIT KIT Aardema (b2222466x)
• The year at Maple Hill Farm – LIT KIT Provensen (b25376007)
Preschool Grab Bag Kits

- **Community Helpers** – KIT Community Helpers (b3743956x)
- **Five senses** – KIT Five Senses (b37462295)
- **Weather** – KIT Weather (b3744119x)

Readers Theater *(4 books per kit with script and guide)*

- **Farmyard security** – Readers Theater Farmyard (b32405583)
- **Fettuccine and four-leaf clovers** – Readers Theater Fettuccine (b35939187)
- **Ghosts and gummy worms** – Readers Theater Ghosts (b36055025)
- **Groundhogs and guinea pigs** – Readers Theater Groundhogs (b35939199)
- **Hair today, gone tomorrow** – Readers Theater Hair Today (b32406319)
- **Pickles and parks** – Readers Theater Pickles (b35939217)
- **Pricked pinkies** – Readers Theater Pinkies (b32406356)
- **The princedom of pea** – Readers Theater Princedom (b32405261)
- **The princess and the frog** – Readers Theater Princess (b3240539x)
- **Snow White and the seven dorks** – Readers Theater Snow White (b32406332)

Teacher Kits

- **Chicka chicka boom boom** – TEACH Chicka Chicka KIT (b37691326)
- **Clark the Shark** – TEACH Clark the Shark KIT (b37691004)
- **Duck & goose** – TEACH Duck & Goose KIT (b37688984)
- **Five little monkeys** – TEACH Five Little Monkeys KIT (b37690978)
- **Go away, big green monster!** – TEACH Big Green Monster KIT (b32274786)
- **How Rocket learned to read** – TEACH How Rocket Learned KIT (b37690413)
- **Pete the Cat : rocking in my school shoes** – TEACH Pete the Cat Rocking KIT (b37691260)
- **Pete the Cat : I love my white shoes** – TEACH Pete the Cat White Shoes (b37688923)
- **Where is the green sheep?** – TEACH Green Sheep KIT (b37689009)

Toddler Kits

- **Colors and Shapes** – TOD KIT Colors (b27843610)
- **Me and my family** – TOD KIT Family (b27843749)
- **Nursery rhymes** – TOD KIT Nursery (b27842976)
- **On the farm** – TOD KIT Farm (b27843543)